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1. INTRODUCTION

..

Convener:

Rapporteur:

Meeting place:

Dates:

B. van Marlen, Netherlands Institute of Fisheries
Research, IJmuiden, The Netherlands

lohn W. Valdemarsen, Institute of Marine Research,
Bergen, Norway

Ancona, Italy

22-24 April, 1991

b)

In accordance with ICES Resolution C. Res. 1990/2:8, the Working Group met in
Ancona, 23-24 April 1991, convened by Mr. B. van Marlen, to:

a) Evaluate the sources of inconsistent performance in existing survey trawls,
in particular the GOV net, and improve performance monitoring methods
for survey trawls;

Provide a critical review of the application of net construction, in particular
square mesh, aimed at improving the selectivity of these nets, and report on
this to ACFM and the Baltic, Demersal, and Pelagic Fish Committees;

c) Consider in particular the latest developments in fishing gear and vessel
engineering, with special emphasis on the survival of fish and shellfish that
come into contact with fishing gear, but are not captured;

d) Coordinate further research on gear selectivity questions in ICES Member
Countries. ' .

In accordance with ICES Resolution C. Res. 1990/2:9, ajoint session ofthis Working
Group and the Working Group on Fisheries Acoustic Science and Technology, chaired
by Dr. P.A.M. Stewart, was held on 25 April 1991, to discuss matters of mutual
interest, in particular fish avoidance problems in surveys.

2. PARTICIPANTS TO THE FTFB AND FAST WORKING GROUPS

•

Country

Argentina

Belgium

Canada

Name

lose A. Perez Comas

Ronald Fonteyne
Hans Polet

Pingguo, He
Peter Koeller
Richard Crawford
David Tait
YvanSimard
EricW. Way
Stephen Walsh
Dan Miller
Frank Chopin
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Denmark Nikolai Poulsen
Poul Degnbol
BoLundgren
Karl-Johan Staehr
Klaus Lehmann

England John Tumilty
Catherine Mitchell

Faroe Islands Bjarti Thomsen

Finland Petri Suuronen

France Fran90is Gerlotto
Pierre Freon
Fran90is Theret
Alain Weill

Germany Klaus Lange• Wilfried Thiele

Iceland PalI Reynisson

ltaly Otello Giovanardi
Antonio Cannelo
Antonello Sala
Loris Fiorentini
Giulio Cosimi
Vito Palumbo
ManlioLuna
Gaetano Messina
Sandro Bolognini
Aldemaro Pietrucci
Massimo Azzali
Janusz Kalinowski

Tbe Netherlands Bob van Marlen
Frans Veenstra
Ton Buys
Frank Storbeck
Inge Sprong
Siebren Venema

Norway Asgeir Aglen
Raymond Brede
Erik Stenersen
EgilOna
Olav Rune GodllS
Arill Engäs
Steinar Olsen
Kjell Olsen
Ludvig Karlsen
Geirmund Oltedal
Äsmund Bjordal
John Willy Valdemarsen

Scotland EdSimmonds
Peter Stewart

---- ----- ----- ------
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Dick Ferro

Sweden

USA

USSR

Venezuela

3. AGENDA

3.1 Special Topics

Olle Hagström
Roger Karlsson
Bertil Johansson

H. Amold Carr
Charles W. West
ArtieOdlin
Daniei L. Erickson
William Karp
Jim Traynor
Neal Williamson
Janusz Burczynski
D.V. Holliday

V.A. Goldobin
W.D. Tesler

Juan J. Cardenas •

2.

3.

3.1.1

1. "Selectivity of fishing gears in wider perspective"
(B. van Marlen - introductionpaper)

Sources of inconsistent performance in existing survey trawls,
in particular the GOV-net, and improvement of performance-
monitoring methods for survey trawls. (survey methodology)

"A review of studies on sampling gears from 1985 to 1990"
(B. van Marlen - paper)

"A method to limit the variability of survey trawl geometry and
performance"
(A. Engäs & E. Ona - paper, presented by A. Engäs)

4. "Full scale trials with GOV"
(K. Lange, no paper, video)

5. "Effect of tow duration on catch per unit effort and length composition of
bottom trawl surveys: a preliminary analysis"
(S.J. Walsh - paper)

6. "Survey Trawl Mensuration Workshop, St. John's Newfoundland, March
18-19, 1991. Summary of discussions" .
(S.J. Walsh, P. Koeller & D. McKone - paper, presented by P. Koeller)

DISCUSSION ON THE TOPfe "SURVEY METHODOLOGY"

•
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3.1.2 Critical review of the application of net construction, in
particular square mesh, aimed at improving the selectivity of
these nets. (Gear Selectivity)

INTRODUCTION
, ,

7. "A review offishing gear selectivity studies from 1985 to 1990"
(B. van Marlen - paper)

SQUARE MESH APPLICATIONS

10.• "Irish square rnesh selectivity trials, 1990"
(I.P. Hillis, R. McConnack, D. Rihan & M. Geary - paper,
presented by B. van Marlen)

11. "Fishing trials with 70 rnrn square mesh in the top of a Norwegian lobster
trawl"
(M. Ulmestrand & P.O. Larsson - paper presented by O. Hagström).

OTHER SELECTIVITY IMPROVING GEAR CONSTRUCTIONS ,

"Preliminary tests with a grif arrangement to select sizes of shrimp in
trawls" .
(I.W. Valdemarsen & L. Mikalsen - paper, presented by J.W.
Valdemarsen)

"Size selective effects of a plastic body on longline hooks"
(S. L~kkeborg, A. Bjordal & R. Skeide - paper, presented by A. Bjordal)

"Size selectivity in bottom trawls with shortened lace ropes"
(I.A. Jacobsen - paper, presented by B. Thomson)

15. "Sort-X Fish sorting device" .
(R. Larsen - no paper, video, presented by J.W. Valdemarsen)

14.

13.

12.

•
METHODOLOGY OF SELECTIVITY EXPERIMENTS

16. "Catch comparison trials of cod ends with square mesh windows"
(R.S.T. Ferro - no paper)

17. "Comparison between the covered codend method and the twin trawl
method in beam trawl selectivity experiments - preliminary results"
(R. Fonteyne - paper)

18. "Codend covers"
(P.A.M. Stewart -video)

19. "U.S.-Westcoast Meshsize Study, part 1; Experiments conducted during
production fishing: Can they work?"
(D. Erickson - no paper, copy of overhead sheets available)

________________1
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20. "D.S. Westcoast Meshsize Study, part 2: Selecting a selectivity model, a
simulation approach" I
(J.A. Perez Comes - no paper, copy of overhead sheets available)

i

SELECTIVITY S!UDIES IN VARIOUS FISHERIES;

21. "Effect of allraetant eoneentration on eatch rate and size seleetion of
Nephrops pots" :
(A. Bjordal, S. Ls;1kkeborg & R. Skeide - paper)

22. "Herring trawl selectivitY"
(P. Suuronen - video) . ;

23. "Selectivity in shrimp trawl" i

(H. Degel, H. Lassen & K. Lehmann - paper,'presented by K. Lehmann)

24.

25.

"A selection faetor estimate for shrimp in gniding machines"
(K. Lehmann & H. Degel- paper, presented by K. Lehmann)

;

I

"Selectivity of flatfish fishery in Faroe Islands"
(B. Thomson - no paper) •

DISCUSSION ON THE TOPIC "GEAR SELECTIVITY"

3.1.3 Latest development in fishing gear and vessel engineering,
with special emphasis' on the survival of fish and shellfish that
come into contact with fishing gears but are not captured . .

FIS111NG VESSEL ENGINEERING TOPICS

26~ "IQAS flatfish processing on board Beamer 2000"
(F.A. Veenstra & N. Mul- paper, presentedby F.A. Veenstra)

27. "Bridge layout Beamer 2000" .
(A.M. Buijs & A.M. van der Sluijs - paper, presented by A.M. Buijs)

FISHING GEAR ENGINEERING TOPICS !

28. "Comparison of fuH seale and model (l:6 a'nd 1:3) tests on Italian bouom
trawls"
(L. Fiorintini, K. Hansen & D. Wilemim - paper, presented by L.
Fiorintini) . .

29. "Investigation on the hydrodynamic load o~ neuings in the range of small
angles of attaek" .
(H. Stengel- paper, presented by W. Thiele)

30. "Model research on a single-door trawl at Lake Insko in 1990"
(H. de Jong & B. van Marlen - paper, preserited by B. van Marlen)

31. "Additional tests of a pelagie single-door trawl"
(M. Paschen & I.W. Valdemarsen -! paper. presented by I.W.
Valdemarsen) ;

32. "Wind tunnel tests with cambered V-doors of increased aspect ratio"
(K. Lange - paper)

•
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33. "Calculations and Experiments with a Trawl Concept for Bottom and
Pelagic Trawling"
(B. Johansson & R. Karlsson - paper, presented by R. Karisson)

OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES AND BEHAVIOUR

34. The performance of a Horizontal Split level Trawl in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence Segregating Cod from Flatfish"
(M. Boudreau & D. Tait - paper, presented by D. Tait)

35. "Behaviour of cod in and around a Newfoundland trap"
(H. Pingguo - no paper, video)

36. "Survival of fish after escapement from trawls"
(A. Engäs - no paper)

3.2 National Progress Reports

3.3 Recommendations
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4.1 SUMMAiuES OFPAPERS,. VIDEOS AND VERBAL,
CONTRIBUTIONS ON SPECIAL TOPICS.

o

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

. ' • I

Seh~ctjvjtv . pr 'fisbim: .eears . iiJ Wider perspective' (n. van
Marlen) ',' . ,.
The paper analysed the present situation in the fishing industry
characterized by overcapacity in fishirig fleets. Reduced fishing effort;
improved sdectivity of fishing gears, increased fish production by'
hatchery, and increasing biomass by catching fish alive and let grow .
further are suggested as possible future strategies. Yarious ways to.
improve the size and species selectivity of fishing gears are meritioned .

, with relatoo problems conceming implementation. The role of scientific
advice is described and the importance oferedibility of stock assessment
with curient effort to increase the accuräcy of such estimates.

, . )
A· review or studies on sampJjne~ears (rom 1985 to 1990.
(U. van Marlen) I
Research aimed at improving precision of trawl surveys is reviewed in :
this paper. Such research has included direct observation and
comparative fishing trials, gathering data on the geometrical behaviour' ,
of the trawl during surveys by using measuring eqi.Jipment, fish '
behaviour and vertical diurnal migration on its effect on the catchability.

1

A method to limit the vrii-iability of sllryey trawl eeometry :
and .performance: (A. Eneäs) ':
The report describes preliminary tests with arestrain rope of some 9m '
length between the warps, fixed 150 min front of the trawl doors, to '
decrease door spread variability during bottom trawl surveYs. The .
results indicate that this technique can be used to obtain the same door '
spread irrespective of fishing depth and warp 1<~ngth.

I

, I
Full scate trials with· GOY. (K. Laflee)
Underwater observations of the GOY-trawl using RCTY were
presented on a video tape. The perfonnance of the trawl with 'various
riggings was documented; The rigging specified in the ICES-manual .
was found not to be optimal. The effect of different sweep lengths
which are allowed seemed to be large. Modifications of the rigging were
suggested, such as to cut of the lower wings, to keep the spread
constant and to allow only one sweep length.

, I ,

Effect oe tow ditratiOfl·· on catch Per unit· effort arid· leni:tl1
cOIDposition oe· boUom· trawl· surveys;·· a . preliminary
analysis.. (S..Ij Walsh) !' .

.The catches per unit effort of various sizes of eod, american plaice,
yellowtail flounder and thorny skate, with trawl haul duration of 5, 15
and 30 minutes, were compared in experiments on Grand Danks. The
highest CPUE was found for 5 minues tows, while 15 and 30 mimites
tows gave similar, but smaller CPUE. A 'reduction of tow duration from
30 to 15 minutes is suggested for sampling hauls, as no gain in
precision was found for 30 minutes over 15 minutes. The 15 minute
case deserves furtherinvestigation. An exact definition of the start of a "
tow is however required. i

Suryer trawl inensllration workshoP. SI;· .lohn's.
Newfoundland. J8- J9 March J99 J; Summary o(
discussionsj (S,,1. Walshi P. Koeller· & - D. M c K 0 ne.
presented by· P, .Koeller) l

•
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•

. Nineteen scientists attended a 2-day workshop on "Trawl Mensuration"~
Survey trawl mensuration research in various institutes was preserited.
Three major topics were discussed: .1) sources of bias and variances
associlited with survey trawl. efficiency; 2) application of trawl
mensuration equipment and data to improve survey methodology and
sUrVeyestimates; and 3) standardization of a trawl survey protocol. An
extended list of all variables concerning the accuracy of trawl surveys
has been drarted with ways to measure them and how they can be
controlled. Various recommendations were given to decrease the
variability in this kind of survey work including calibration of
measuring devices, standardization of gear components, training of
scientists conducting surveys, coordination of sUrVeys, further
(interactive) control of geometry. Extended contact with working
groups like FfFB is also recommended..

, .
7. A review o( fishing gear selectivitv stlldies· (rom 1985 to

1990. (D,' van Marlen)' . .
The review includes findings from research on more selective fishing
gears reported in written form to the FfFB working groujJs from 1985
to 1990 (27 papers, documentated in the reference lists of the ICES -

" Fish Capture Committee). Major topics covered are: 1) selectivity in
Nephrops fishery; 2) application of square mesh in fishing gears; 3)
other net constructions improving selectivity; 4) methodology of
selectivity experiments; and 5) legal aspects. The paper summarises
various experiments with results, methodology and selection parameters
found and is meant to stimulate the discussion on selectivity.

. 8 ~ COlnparatiye fishing tests with sQuare and diamond mesh
codends. (N. roulsen. D. Wileman· & N.A. NieJsen.
Dresented bv N.· roulsen)
Two eornmersial Danish trawlers using the twin-trawl system were used

, to evahiate the effect on catches of the codend design proposed by the
EEC for the main North Sea fisheries for flatfish. The catch
cornposition in coderids with 110 mrn meshes was cornpared with 100
rrim meshes, and also the effect of 90, 100, 105 and 135 mm square
mesh top panels. were cornpared with iraditional diarnond meshes.
Square mesh eodends were not found to irnprove the selectivity of
flatfish~,and selection factor for eod was higher than for diamond
meshes, while no effect was seen on the selection range. .

9. Ihe uSe o(SQlIare mesh panels to redllee ,disearding o(
white fish {rom Nephrops trawls. (.f,E, Iymilty)
This paper describes observations with underwater TV and cornparative
fishing trials with twin trawls using a square mesh panel or "window"
fitted into the top section of the extension and/or cod-end of a net with
diamond meshes elsewhere. Square mesh panels were found to reduce
the bycatch of whiting and haddock in Nephrops trawls substantially
without any loss of Nephrops. Discards of whiting fell an average of
71 %, but the loss of marketable sized whiting was also significant at
42% on average. The juvenile hycatch was srnaller during the day and
the loss of fish above the minimum lariding size (MLS) large 'during the
night. Haddock discards fell by 47% and the loss of fish above MLS by
6% using square mesh. The UK government will unilaterally impose
the compulsory fitting of square mesh panels to vessels fishing for
Nephrops from 1 July 1991.
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Irisb· square meSb Selectiyity trials 1990. (.li" Pi lIi11is. R.
McCormack. D. Riban & 1\1. Geary. Dresented by ß .. yan
Marlen) i,
Three different insets of square mesh were eorripared with. 70 mm .
diamond meshes using two trawlers to~ing in the same area. A square'
mesh window in the top panel in front of eodend released 38% of,
sublegal sized whiting as eommercial sized whiting increased with 15%.
Square mesh top panel in the whole eooend and in the front part of the '
eodend decieased the eommercial sized whiting substailtiallY. No effeet
on plaiee was recorded. : '

11. Fis'IJin2 tfials witb"o rum squ'are· ruesh in,the top 0(' a
Norwe2ian lobster .trawl. (1\1. Ulmestrand· & .P.O; . Larsson. ,
presented .by' O. lIa2strÖm) 'I ,
In this paper the eseapement of small sized whitirig and eod through a .
square 70mm inesh top panel and through diamond mesh using a twin
trawl arrangement is eompared. A redUetion of byeateh of whiting was :
found, but the data for eod was ineonclusive: No loss of Nephrops was
observed. :

. ;
12. Preliininary tests with a 2rid arrmlcement to seleet sizeS 'or

shrimp in trawls. U.W. Valdemarsen '. & . L.· Mikalsen.·
presented by .I.lV.. valdemarsen) I .
Following the sueeess of using metal grates (grids) to reduee b,)'catch ,
of lish in shrimp trawls, this paper deseribes preliminary tests with a .
similar device to seleet sizes of shrimp in trawls. In addition the
seleetivity of 35 mm eodends is estimated using the twin trawl
teehnique. The seleetivity of a V-shaped grid using 8-10 mm bar
distanee, was superior to seleetivity of t~e eodend..

13. Sile seleetiVe effeet or a plaStie IJody on lorieiine hooks.
(S.' LQkkeborei A. Bjordal & B. Skeide; presented by A.
ßjordall ", i
As bait size is regarded as a possible' method to size seleet fish on',
longline, experiments with a plastie body on the hook in addition to the
ordinary fish bait were earried out for tusk and ling on the west eoast of
Norway..The effeet was not signifieant. The eateh rates and length

" distributions for both fish species were ~imilar.· ,

14. Size, selectiyitv in botton1 trawls 'vitlJ shorteried lace· rooe.
U.A. .Iacobson; presented by BI ThomsonL
Size selectivity studies in reeent years have mainly, featured various
designs of square mesh eodends and use of various designs of sorting
grates (e.g. Sort-X). This report descfibes thc results from el:ueh
comparison experiments between a standard 135 mm trouser eodend
and a similar eodend with 15% shortened lace (or lastridge)
ropes. The data eorisisted of 110 hauls for the, standard eodend against
107 hauls for the test eodend. The eoderid with the shortened lace ropes
caught less small fish compared to the standard eodend: These results
apply for the species saithe, cod, haddock rind redfish around the Faroe
Islands. ; '.

15. SOft.X:, Fish sOctin2' deyiee. eI.W., yaldemrifsen) ,
Ten different models of a fish size sorting system based on solid and
stiff metal grates havc been tested in the Barents Sea on 5 cruises with
eorrimercial trawlers. These experiments did include observations with ;
RCfV and several hauls to establish selectivity eurves for the various
sorting systems. An improved seleetivity. for cod and haddock

•

•
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compared 10 conventional codends with diamond meshes was found.
Improved selectivity means a narrower selectiori range and less' fish
caught below the minimum legallanding size. The selectivity ofcod and
haddockwith the Sort-X system seems to be independent of factors
such as codend meshsize, codend construction and catch sire.

16. Catcb~comparjson trjglS of codends with sguare mesb
w;ndows, (R.S,T.. Ferro)
Catches below and above the minimum legallanding size (MLS) with
80 and 90 mm. square mesh windows were compared with a 90 mm
diamond codend using a white fish trawl. Discards of haddock and
whiting below MLS were reduced with 61-64% using square mesh
windows of 90 mm compared to a 90 mm diamond codend. The loss of
marketable haddock was 38-44% and whiting 72-82% for these cases.
The reduction of discard using' 80 mm square mesh windows was 31%
and 46% for haddock and whiting, respectively, and the loss of

.,marketable haddock was 20%' and whiting 35%.

17 ~ .. ComparjsoriS· between tbe coyered codend method' gnd·· t he
twin trawl· method in beam trawl selectiyity experiments ;,
preliminary results. (R. Fonteyne)
This study compares the covered codend method and the twin trawl
method for beam trawl selectivity experiments. Several cover types and
cover mesh sizes were tested, a total of three different designs, two of
60mm and one of 40mm mesh size. A twin beam trawl was used to
investigate the masking effect in the covered codend experiments. The
twin gear yielded higher 50% retention lengths and selection factors
than the covered codend for sole and dab and is preferred over the
covered codend inethod. The 40mm cover yielded acceptable results,
while the 60mm covers were not recommended for further use.

. 18. Cod end· covers. Cr.A.M, StewgrO
Direct observations of codend covers and their effect on fish escapement
from the ordinary codend were done using the RCTV-system and
record6d on video tapes. Fish that escaped through the meshes of the
main codend into the cover accumulated in the wake behind the main
coderid. Use of large ririgs of 2 m diameter increased the clearance
between codend and cover, and will be im improvement wheri using
covers for selectivity experiments. .

19. U.S,'··Westco3St l\lesb Size Study. Pgrt I. Cgn a n
experiment be conducted on yessels opergtinl:·· under
prodyction condjtions? (D. Erickson)
On the U.S. Westcoast the fishing industry has initiatedexperiments to .
evahiate short and long term effects on fish stocks of changes in codend
mesh sizes and shapes. Field studies have been conducted for three
years, using commercial trawlers. A total of 1196 experimental tows
were conducted on a total of 47 vessels and 102 trips, irivolving over
150 fisherinen. Various mesh sizes were under investigation (76, 114,
127 and 140 mm diamond and 114 and 127 mm square). The
alternate. baul method was used throughout the experiments.
Statistical significant results about selectivity have been the outcome.
Predictions in yield and revenues will be done during the years 1991
and 1992. The results presented were of preliminary nature and the
project willcontinue. ..
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U.S.}Vesicoast-. MeshSize Study. Part 11; Selectiria:a '
selecitiyjty model - A simylation- approach. H ('J.A. Perez
Comes) , ' , I.
Progress in the work to generate a model to assess the long-term effect
of introducing mesh size regulations in the inulti-species of the U.S.
Westcoast was described. The goal of this work is to incorporate the .
whole selection range of the 19 most important species into the yield ;
assessment instead of traditional approach of representing selection by,
L50 % (mean selection length). " i ' '

I
!. .

21. , EfreCt oe attractant coricentraJiOn on catch· rate and· size
.. selection ·or Nephrops pots. (A. Ißjordal,S. LQkkebora:& '

B. Skeide. presented by A. ßjordaJ)
Comparative fishing trials with pots for Norway lobster were conducted
to test possible differences in catch between mackerel bait and mackerei, .
extract. A three limes higher catch rate with mackerel bait compar-' ,
ed to the extract was found. The mean length of lobster caught with'
mackerel bait was significantly higher; than with the extract bait. The "
explanation for these results can be a lower release rate of smeIl from ,
the extract. As a consequence mackere! bait triggered food search in
Norway lobster over a larger area, and hence attracted more and larger
individuals than the extract 1 -. " ,

22. lIerrina: trawl selectiyity, (P. Sm',rOnenl .
-The selection effect on herring of a square mesh codend (18 mm bar,
length) was compared with diamond meshes in a twin codend type.
Escapement of fish was observed with underwater ,TV. Increased',
escapement of small herring in the square mesh codend was observed :
and documented in comparative fishing when low catch rates. \Vhen the
square mesh codend filled up with catch, herring blocked the meshes,
creatirig a hollow inside. Escapement of small fish was reduced.
Preliminary tests with a metal grate, 1 m lang, 0.7 m wide, 11 rrirn bar '
distance, were conducted und observed with uriderwater television
equipment, showing many escapes of juvenile fish. Further work will

. inc1ude studies of surVival rate of herring escaping frorn codend rneshes •
and grids. i. -,

23. SeJectiyity in shrimp trawi. (Ir. Dea:el; 11; Lassen & K~
Lehmann•. presented .by K. Lehmannl .
The selectivity of shrimp trawl with 43 rnrn stretched rnesh was
investigated by fishing with altemating 18 rnrn meshes and 43 mrn
meshes in a total of 44 hauls. The hauls were made with four different
tow durations: 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 hours. ,There was little difference in
selecitivity factors for these various duratioris. SF was found to be 0.34
in these exPeriments. The selection range decreased With iricreasing haul
duration. Values of 3.95 were found with short hauls, whereas 0.4
resulted with long hauls. No explanation could be given and this result .
is contradictionary to earlier ones obtained by Norwegian scientists. '
Normally the selection range will increase with catch size, that is
expected to rise with tow dtiration. ' : '.

\

20.

24. A selectioU factor estimate for sh[jmp in "gradim: machineS.
(K, Lehmannl I

Selection factors (L50 carapace length divided by grading bar distance)
of about 2 (2.15-2.19) for shrimps.; were calculated. using size
distribution obtained from sarriples collected on shrimp trawlers before
and after the shrimp were sorted with: a commercial shrimp grading

i
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machine. Behaviour in' trawls may be different however, resulting in
other values. . .. ' . ~ .

25. Selectivitv ' oe· oatei;·ti····(;sher~·~ in "the FarQe . Islands.' (D,
Thomson) ..'
In the flatfish fishery in the Farcie Islands, the bycatch of cod and
haddock is above an acceptable level. A selective trawl for flatfish
where the square and front part of the top panel was removed to allow
haddoek to escape in the trawl rriouth, and a large mesh seetion
(4* 135mm) in" the top panel iri front of the codend to release cod, have
been developed. Successful tests including RCTV-obserVations and
comparative fishing, indicate 99% escapemerit of haddock and 40%
release of cod without affeeting the efficiency for flatfish.

26. IOAS ·Oatfisbproeessjn'e on I)oard Deamfr 2000. (F.;\.
veenstra) .
In this paper the research possibilities are described for the improvement
of the flatfish processing line on boafd a "Beamer 2000" (an innovative
design for a beamtrawler with 2000hp engine power for the year 2000),
based on adoption and extension of existing flatfish handling
equipment, incorporating the IQAS Untegrated Quality Assurance of
cilled food' at Sea) and Kindunos, approach (a safety integrated
methodology of design). Central in the approach is the development of
an automatic fish weighing and sorting device based on image analysis

. techniques (calIed FISHEYE), simulation studies of the fish processing
line onboard, and incorporating safety aspects. \Vithout interfering the
beam trawl fisheries too much, the general arrangement (layout and
outfit), the quality of the landed fresh fish, and quality of the working
stations (well-being of the crew) ean be improved considerably, also
taking into account positive effects. on the marine environment.,
Technical solutions are given,. resulting in avessei with the trawl
winches placed in the forecastle and the processing line amidships. Ibis
design is checked against stability requirements with goOd results and
remarks are given about the costs involved for the new processing line.

. Plans exist to lift the approach to a European level by aiming at an EEC
funded project in the "FAR"-programrile, based on small trawlers..

27. ßddee layout »rainer 200Q. (A.~I. nÜi;s'& A,l\1. van ci er
Slyjis. presented by A.M. ßyiis) , , .
The design and building of Dutch beam trawlers is still based on
traditional methods. ,Within the ,"Beamer 2000 project" a study was
done on an improved bridge lay-out, based on ergonomie insights. A
study was also made for an iritegrated screen presentaticin of navigation
data, engirie room alarms arid fish finding. A range of lay-outs are
presented starting with moderate adaptions and progressing to a
completely new design. Ibis approach will improve the acceptanee by

.the industry where costs imd traditional views play an important role.
The new bridge design will have a positive bearing on the working
coriditions and the safety of the skipper and erew.: ,

28. Conu)a[json Qe fu"ji' seale änd mOdel (J;6 arid i ;3) tests on
Italian· bottom' trawls., (L., Fiorentini." K. ·lIansen· &, D.
Wileman. presented by L. Fjorintinil
This paper presents und discusses the differences in the results
encountered iri full-scale and mOdel tests on the "Tartana" trawl, which
is the typical Italian bottom trawl. The models were tested in the flume
tank of DIFfA in Denmark, the full-seale trials were done in the
Adriatie Sea off Ancona. Froude scaling was used and care taken to
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, obtain the right ratio of twine surface' areas. There was liule difference:
in drag between both models. A 25-30% higher drag was found for the ,
full-scale gear compared to the equivillent full-scale value of the mOdels.' ,

.' ,These differerices can be explained by the difference in grourid friction :
at sea compared to the tank. The 1:6 model fiued the full scale data 
better than the 1:3 model; although its twine area was actually smaller .
than required (46.9m2 vs 58m2).' !

,
29. Investh:atiOI1 on tbe bydrodynamic load of· neHiOl: in· tbe

raOl:e of small am:les of attack.' (11. Slem:el. presented· by ,
W. Tbiele)' I',
A net grid model' have been tested iri a wind tunnel to get better
understanding of the flow around and through the rietting with high'
degree of coverage and small angle of attack. There is surprisingly liule
data ori drag coefficierits for this range of attack angles. It is known, ,~

that differences exist in the deflection of the flow between flat net panels \
iri a fraine and coriical nets. In detail the inflüence 'of knots, the'
irifluence of the hanging coefficient, arid the effect of a syminetrY disk
have been investigated. For a better assessment of the test results, in
some 'cases the flow cori'ditioris have' been visualized by means of'
inserted smoke. It was observed that at angles higher than 4 degrees the
smoke penetrates through the meshes: Higher drag coefficients arid
lower lift coefficients resulted from knots. The symmetry disc gave
higher drag coefficiems as weIl. .;; " . .

30. Model research 00 a sinl:le-doo[ trawl al Lake Insko in
1990 (11. de Jonl: & B. van Marlen. presenled by B. van
Marlen) :
Experiments on al to 7 'scale trawl model of a net oftype "FANNY II",
rigged with one door at the port side and a Dan-lerio at the starboard
side are described in this paper. The aim of this iigging is to catch fish
in elose proximity of the sea surface outside the wake of the trawler thus
making use of avoidance reactions of fish to emitted sound in the path
of the vessel. The trials were coriducted at station Irisko, Poland in
coöperation with the University of Agriculture, Szczecin and the
Uriiversity and "Institut für Hochseefischerei und Fischverarbeitung - .'
(lfH)" of Rostock, Germany in June 1990. The geometryarid resistance
of the trawl model were measured; and' recorded' with variable :
components of the rigging and the results are explained. A variant with
two doors spreading in the same direction has also been tried with ,
success. It is recommerided to prove the coricept of this rigging prior to
further technical optimization. The rigging may become appropriate for
a sampling gear for peIrigic fish elose to the sUl·~ace.

, " I
I .'

31 ~ Additional tests oe si pehjl:ic sin~le-d()Or' lra,,,), (M. Paschen
& J.W.·· valdemarsen. presenled by J.W. Valdemarsen)
Performance studies of the single-door trawl concept were carried out
with a 2 m2 Süberkrüb door and a 100 in circumference 4-bridle pelagic
trawl, towed from a small trawler with 170 hp engine. With 200 m
warp arid 7 m difference in length of. starboard and port. the trawl
performed weIl. and its path was 60 m' to the side of the ship's track.
Accumte adjustmerit of warp length 'arid balaricing of weight on the door
and danleno side is a rilUst for this' technique ,to have practical
applications. This gear concept rriay. prove beneficial for stock
assessment purposes. Further trials with this technique will be the
evaluation of the efficiency compared to traditional ti-awling using 0-

. I,

•
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group fish as experimental targets. This can be done for instance by
introducing a system with two trawls towed on the P and S-side, and
one in the centre of the wake. .

..
3 2 ~ Wind turinel tests with chambered Y-doors of jncreasfd

aspect ratio. (K. Lam:e) .
Measurements were done in a wind tunnel to compare the hydro

. dynamic performance of flat imd cambered (0% arid 13%) V-doors with
"an aspect ratio of 0.5 with a cambered (10%) V-door witli an aspect
ratio of 1.0. Diagrams of lift vs drag eoefficient for midwater and

. bouom trawling were presented. In both conditions the drag coefficient
, of the cambered door is decreased by iricreasing the aspeet ratio. In
comparison with a cambered V-door with aspect ratio of 0.5, the drag
can be reduced with 23% for the sarne spreading force when the aspect
ratio is increased to 1.0. The area of the high aspect ratio door has to be
24% larger than the low aspect ratio door to get the same spreading
force. . ' ,

, 33. Caiculatlons and Experiments wirh a Trawl Coneept for
Bottom . and Pe)al:ic Tr3wljn~. (D. .Johansson and R .'
Karlssoni pn~sented by B. Karisson)
The report describes tests for Norway lobster with a double-codend
trawl design, named MICRO-trawl. The design opens the meshes
between the codends, which is claimed to improve selectivity. An
increased mouth opening of 30-50% is found compared to a traditional
trawl. The drag of the new trawl, was slightly higher in midwater
condition (8-20%). The same concept has been used in shrimp and cod
trawl design with success. For Norwegian lobster catches rose 27% for
the MICROcompared to a conventional type of trawl, whereas fish
catches dropped by 12%. .

34. ThC performance of a horizontal spHt level träwl in the G ui f
of St.· Lawrenee S(a~re2atin2 eod from flatfish. (1\1.
ßoudreau & P. TaU. presented by P. Tajt)
Horizontal divided trawls were designed and tested in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence to find out if roundfish bycatch could be reduced when
trawling for flounder. With the horizontal panel set at 4 and 3 feet above
the fishing line, 80-100% of the cod was caught in the upper codend,
contrary to earlier findings forthe North Sea cod fishery, where most
cod appeared in the lower codend. Behaviour patterns may differ
in different areas arid circumstanccs. Temperature differerices
may playa role in this. 100% of the flounder was caught in the bouom
level, which meant that the separation of cod and flounder worked weIl.
Fish quality improved dramatically, and less time was spent soriing
different species. Tbe costs for the separtor panel was estimated at 20%
25% of the total cost of the' trawl. Further experiments will be
undertaken in 1991. .'

35. ßehiuiour of cod in and arPund a IDodifled Newfoundland
trap. (Pim:2uO Hel '.. . , . ,

- Tbe behaviour of cod in and around a modified Newfoundland trap was
documented in a videofilm taken with an underwater carriera placed on
the. seabed 4 m away from the entrance of the trap and scanning sonar
instaUed 30 m from the entrance and 15 m away from the leader.
Observations lasted for 11 days, from 26 July to 5 August 1990. The
swimming speed of cod entering and leaving the trap was very slow,
less than 1 knot. Cod inside the trap swam in circles. In rare eases the
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,
eod swam through the meshes of the leader. Many eod were observed _
to eseape from the trap through the enu-ance. Improvements of the trap ,
design based on the behaviour observations were suggested.,

. . '. •. . I .

SurviyaJ .oe fish, aOer·· escapement kom trawls.· CA. EnJ:äsl
Experiments with large eages, eatching fish escaping through codend
meshes of trawls, released in fishing depth and observoo regularly with
a ROV for 2 weeks, were described. Fish eaught in a cage attached to
the rear end of the codend and released in the same way as the others
were used for the control group in the experiment. Problems with
controlling the amount.of fish in the cages before. release make the
results inconclusive. The survival of cod, however, seemed to be near
100%, but the mortality of smaller haddock was significant.

. I

. .,

4.2 DISCUSSION ON TOPIC "SOURCES OF INCONSISTENT
PERFORMANCE IN EXISTING SURVEY TRA'VLS, IN
PARTICULAR THE GOV-NET, AND IMPROVEMENT OF'
PERFORMANCE MONITORING METHODS FOR SURVEY· .

.TRA'VLS" i .
The various papers presented about this special topic formed the background for a
discussion on how the objective, namely to improve sampling methods, can be
achieved.

. ,

The parocipants agre~d that recent findings about the inconsistency in performance and .
efficiency of survey trawls should be used to review existing manuals and suggest
improvements. A smaller group consisting of: A. Engäs, B. van Marlen, O. Hagström,
P. Stewart, P. Koeller and K. Lange, convened by O. Hagström, was appointed to
discuss these matters and to agree upon further action. !

I

This group defined their Terms of Reference (See Appe'ndix III) as:
Objectives : Review 0//actors that cOllld be the SOllrce 0/ bias and

variation in traV.,/ performance.
Review the present manUaI/or lCES's lYFS/IBTS.

;

A written report oftheir findings will be presented on the 79-th ICES Statutory meeting
in La Rochelle, France, September - October 1991. .

. .
4.3 DISCUSSION . ON TOPIC "CRITICAL REVIE'V OF TUE

APPLICATION OF NET CONSTRUCTION, IN PARTICULAR '
. SQUARE MESH, AIMED AT IMPROVING -THE SELECTIVITY
OF THESE NETS" i

The various eontributions to this special topic dealt with the selection effect of square
meshes in Nephrops and white fish trawl fisheries in the North Sea and Irish Sea, other
selective gear constructions including metal grates in fish and shrimp trawls, and
shonened lastridge ropes along the codend of fish trawls.

The methodology of selectivity experiments was discussed in 5 preseniations. Catch
comparisons using various designs of twin trawls. including Splil beam trawls as weIl
as problems encountered when using codend covers,',were discussed. A large scale
mesh size study using data from the commercial trawler fleet equipped with varlous
codends on the V.S. Westcoast. was presented. I,

. I
I
I

•

••
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Other selectivity studies iri various fisheries included how attractant concentration affect
size selection in Nephrops creels, selectivity with standard codend meshes, and
preliminary test of grids in a herring trawl. . . /"

In the Nephrops fishery, square mesh windows are fourid to reduce discards of fish
significantly. Consequently, such devices will be enforced in the UK Nephrops .
fishery.' . '

The effect on selectivity of square mesh codends or windows in white fish trawls can
rOOuce the discards of cod, haddock and whiting compared to diamond meshes with the
same mesh size. The experiments however also demonstrate significant loss of
haddock and whiting in particular, above the minimum landing size. The experiments'
with lastridge ropes confirmOO earlier findings by Norwegians that the selection effect
on cod, haddock, saithe and rOOfish is at least as good as square meshOO codends.

The grate (or grid) system is a new approach to improve selectivity, and the results
obtained with such a device are encouraging.

FoÜowing a plenary' discussion, a smaller group was appointed to consid~r the
selectivity matters related to the ICES Council request. The members of this group
were: S.J.Walsh, J.W. Valdemarsen, C.\V. \Vest, R. Fonteyne, R.S.T. Ferro, H.
Amold Carr, B. van Marlen, and A. Odlin. This group drafted areport titled." A
critical review on gear constructions that improve size selectivity" .. The
report was finalizoo after the meeting, and a draft was distributed to the participarits of
the group for comments. After the meeting the document was edited by correspondence

. and sent to ACFM prior to their meeting in May this year. The contents are given in
Appendix I of this paper. The findings given in this report were used during the
discussions within ACFM, and a reply has been sent to the Chainnan of the FfFB
Working Group on June 20, 1991. This reaction is given in Appendix 11. It should
particularly be notOO that our work was very much appreciated and "ACFM would like

·to encourage closer. cross-Committee interactions within ICES, and enhanced
communication between the FTFB WO, the Fish Capture Committee, and ACFM is

.certainly desirable."
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NATIONAL PROGRESS REPORTS i
. 1 .

Progress reports were submitted in Wrltten fonn by several countries, but not discussed I'

at the meeting. The infonnation given is summarised below for the leES countries
when available. .' '. I...·.

4.

.. .. . . .. - ....... "' .•. ,•.•• ,"....... j' (-_.' ..-,-

COUNTRY CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
B C D F F D I I; N N PL P E S G U U

A K I C R L B S S
N N E : A S

1 R
TOPIe: I

1. Survcy ~cars I .
GOV-net X I , X ,,~

other gears X X , X X X
plankton torpedos . X 1 X X ,

methodology X X I X X X .'

2., Sclcchvlty ,I ... ,
bottom trawls X X · X X X X
beam trawls X X : X
midwater trawls X :

seine nets X X I X ~ X , X
gill nets X X • ,.

longlines' . f X ..
pound nets ., I X.. .,

pots/traps X X , X XI

methodology X X I .... X X
roundfish X X X · X X X
pelagic fish X X ,

flatfish X X '..
shrimps X I X X X
Nephrops X X
square mesh netting X X X X I X X X X
shortened lace ropes X ( X "

grates X X X X , X
separator panels X X , X X X. ' ...."

other devices X I X
4. Survlval I

roundfish , X X
pelagic fish X I X
flatfish ... , .. <,'li<

rion-fish species X , X,
from trawls X X I X X X
from seines I ,,~<

from gillnets .,.

from purse seines I

from longlines ,. ". " , - I ..., X -- .. ..-

5. Gcar
I

cri2inccrini!
model tests ". - X X X \ X X X X X
fIs measurements X X X i X X X X
door tests X X X
new materials X .•. I ..

single-door trawl .. X : X X "',

net drag studies X X X X .. ;.-, X X

•
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COUNTRY CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
B C D F F D I I N N PL P E S G U U

A K I C R L B S S
N N E A s

TOPIC:
R

S. Dlrecl
observation
ROV-development X X
towed gears X X X X X X X
statie gears X
6. Vessel tOPICS

vessel design X X X X
safety aspects X X X X
working eonditions X X X
noise reduetion X X
fuel eonsumption X X
sound emission X
live fish transport X
eatamarans X
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4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

After the discussion the following recommendation was drafted:

1. The Working Group on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour
(Chainnan: Mr. B. van Marlen) recommends that the next meeting shall be
held in Bergen, Norway, 14-15 June 1992.

This meeting place and these dates are selected because the Symposium on
"Fish Behaviour in Relation to Fishing Operations" is arranged to take
place in Bergen from 11 to 13 June 1992. Many of the participants of the
Working Group will attend the Symposium, and therefore a combination of
these arrangements will be practical and save costs of travel.

The special topic that should be discussed at the Working Group meeting
is: tt Selectivity in trawls with emphasis on methodology and
manuals for survey trawls. tt

•

•
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Appendix I:

" A· critical review on gear constructions· tl1at improve size
seIectivity. "

FTFB-WG April 1991, Ancona.

1. Introduction

Many studies on how to improve the selectivity of various fishing gears were presented
over the past few years at meetings of the ICES \Vorking Group on Fishing
Technology & Fish Behaviour of the Fish Capture Committee. This paper summarises
the main firidings and provides a critical review on trawl and seine oet
constructions that improve the size selectivity of towed fishing gears. Other gears
such as long lines are not dealt with.

It should be borne in mind, that properties describing the selectivity curve may not
indicate a11 the possibilities to decrease the by-catch of undersized fish with great
precision. In some studies, the selection ogives took abimodal shape. Large amounts
of sma11 fish were reported to be retained in these cases, similar to fish in the length
range above L-50, but in between the percentages retained were far less. \Vhen this is
.the case, a more selective gear construction might reduce unwanted by-catch of small
fish to a greater extent than expressed by the parameters Selection Factor (SF), 50%-
retention length (L-50) and Selection Range (SR).

Methods to improve the SIZE SELECTIVITY of towed fishing· gears are given for
three categories of fish; namely:

a. Flatfish
b. Demersal Fish
c. Pelagic Fish

Several of the most important species are dealt with separately for each of these
categories. The effect of several riet constructions is given for a number of species. The
emphasis is put on the application of square mesh panels in trawls and seines.
Recently other constructions have been investigated, some with great success.

Comments are made inChapter 4 about the way tointroduce new nel constructions in
the fishing industry. In most cases introduction requires strict definitions of these
constructions to create effective legistation. This document does not give these
definitions. More general conceptual descriptions ure used instead. ..' .

2. F;sh;rie eeat consttuctions that jmoroye size selectiyity.

1 • . Square Mesh Panels (SI\IPs)

2.1.a Square mesh codends or square mesh codend panels. .
Meshes can be hang in such a manner, that theiropening forms a square
rather than a diamond shape. Square meshes remain open a11 along the
codend, whereas diamond meshes tend to dose in front of the poke line
when the codend fills up and the tension on the mesh bars increases.
Square mesh panels can be inserted in any part of the codend. Many
applications today consist of a panel in the top part of the codend only,
as most escapes were reported through the upper part. .

. ..'.
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2.1.b Square mesh windows.
In order to overcome handling or problems conceming strength square,
mesh panels can also be inserted in other parts of a net than the codend..
These are referred to as square mesh wi~dows.

,
2.2 . Shortened lastrjd~e ropeS (SLRs)! '

Longitudinalropes of a length shoner than the stretched length of
meshes can be used to open meshes wider by taking th6 strain of.
They are also mentioned riblines. .

2.3 Grjds . .
Some studies are reported on other selective devices aimed to release
(smalI sized) fish or shrimps. Grids'are lattices of metal bars placed at a '
fixed or varying distance where intended escape can take place. Net
funnels are added to lead fish or shrimp to the grid.

1 •

2.4 Other net design features, such as codend widtiior length of extension .
piece were found to affect selectivity. Selectivity improvement is based .
on creating a wider opening of meshes enabling fish of adequate girth .
shape to escape better. ; "

3. Effccts. ,
3.1 Flatfish.

General

Research does not supply evidence for a change in selectivity using SMPs of
the same mesh size as conventional codends. This statement may not hold when
a SMP is used in the top part of the codend only. The reason is that escape can '
also take pIace in the lower parts.

Preliminary reports suggest that grid systems may be used to separate roundfish
species from flatfish. Size selection of grids has just recently been investigated, .
but results ri.re too premature to draw conclusions.

• ,

Effect of:
Spccies SMPs SLRs i Grids Others.
Sole no change no data ; nodata nodata
Amencan Plmce retains more no data

I
nodata nodata

small fish
Yellowtail Flounder retamsmore no data ' . nodata nodata

small fish

•
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3.2 Demersal fish.
The next table shows the effect of several net constructions on some
major target species as found in reeent literature.

c

Effect of: c

Species SMPs SLRs Grids Others
Cod increase in SF, similar to SMPs SR reduced, limited effect

L-50, no effect reduction of
onSR catch of

, juveniles
Haddock increase in SF, similar to SMPs SR reduced, no significant

10werSR for reduction of variation in SR
trawls - . catch of

juveniles
Whiting increase in SF. no data no data nodata

effective release
of iuvenile fish

Saithe not enough data more release< not enough data nodata
60cm

Redfish not enough data less undersized no data nodata
fish in catch <
45cm '.

Remarks:
• SMPs taken in both the upper panel and the lower panel of the codend. Effects are

given for equal mesh sizes in both the square mesh and diamond mesh codends.
• Not enough evidence from experiments in the Baltic Sea. The results are ,basedon

other areas. " ,

3.3 : ' Pelagic fish..
The next table shows the effect of several net constructions on some
major target species as found in recent literature.

Effect of:
Species SMPs SLRs Grids Others
Herring higher SF, no data no data nodata

'0

decrease in SR
" (dependent on

catch size)
Mackerel not enough data no data nodata no data
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4. Djscussion.

The research summarised above demonstrates that' many techniques are available for ;
manipulating the selectivity. characteristics oftrawls und seines by specifying various
elements in the physical construction 6fthe gear. These techniques, along with'others .
not discussed here, may be applioo to help achieve vanous fisheries management and .
conservation goals. For ~ instarice, while the focus of this discussion is on within .
species size selection, all these techniques have greater or lesser impacts on the
species selectivity charaderistics of trawls and sei~es.,
It is quite possihle to sort species' within a träwl arid then further sort these species, or .
species groups, by size, which may be a desirable management strategy in mixed- :
species fisheries. Good results were obtained in the Nephrops and the shrimp
fisheries. I

. - .'.'. . . .

In any instance where fish~ries managers are consid~ri~'g ge~r design regulations in
order to achieve management goals several factors must be weighed. Naturally the .
effectiveness of the technique(s) under consideration must come first, but only in :
the context of all the important management and conservation goals. Most trawl .
fisheries, like it or not, are mixed-species fisheries.·· .'.
Many of these selectivity affecting measures have varying results for different species,
so concerns for a particular species or species group should not blindly drive adecision.
iri favor of one technique over others if it will have a negative impact on other species,
especially ifother techniques are available that might öffer a beller overall fesult.

. . I.
After overall effectiveness, the next factor that must" be weighed in 'choosing a·
technique is its Iikely reception by the fishing industry. ResuIts obtained in a
research setting are very important, but in the end the effectiveness of any selectivity'
affecting technique will depend on the enthusiasm and skill with which fishermen use it:
in their day-to-day operations. ;"

, ;,
In general fishermen will prefer the technique that has the lowest overall cost based on
a wide range of factors including: initial purchase and installation costs:.
reduced catch value; increases in fishing time or other opcrational
expenses; increased labor. costs, and safety. After cost considerations,
fishermen will generally prefer, and have the greatest confidence in the alternative that
is most compatible with their customary gear and operational techniques.· (

Selectivity-affecting measures may be ranked according their increasing expense
complexity, and/or novelty. In general fishermen's acceptance of a measure will be
related to where it falls on this scale. The techniques discussed above may arguably be
ranked as follows: at the lower end of the spectrum would fall shortened extensions,'
then shortened selvedge ropes, narrow codends, and 'square rriesh windows, followed
by codends with square mesh tops, full square meshcodends, then grids. Others may:
attribute a different ranking order. ! " •

l\1odifications to Conyentional coderids

This category would include shortened extension seetions, narrmv codends,
and shortened selvedge ropes, sorting grids could conceivably fall into this
category, but because of their recent introduction they: w~ll be discussed separately.

,

The selectivity benefits of reducing the lengths of extension pieces have been'
demonstrated. The operating principle is dear: the open meshes of the trawl body are

. better able to support the codend meshes in an opened configuration. Costs to the
fishermen are low. In some cases prnctical constraints exi~t on the length of extensiori

•

•
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chosen such as the distarice onboard from where the net is heaved in to where the
codend is empried. Selectivity benefits may be variable and unpfedictable due to factors
thai are difficult to predict or control such as towing speed, codend load, arid overall
gear geometry. . .

. .
Narrow codends (redueed cireumferenee relative to the trawl body), also offer
improved selectivity due to iricreased mesh openings, and may appeal to fishermen due
to low cost. Existing codends ean be easily and inexpensively modified'while new
codends should even be cheaper. The disadvantages associated with thisteehnique
arise from the reduced numbers of bars now sharing the codend loads: codend strength
and/or longevity may be less unless eompensatory measures are taken, and fish
struggling through the meshes may suffer additional injuries.

Shortcncd sclvcdge, ropcs represent ~inother means to improve the seleetivity
properties of conventionally-eonstructed eodends. The ropes relieve some of the
longitudinal loads on the codend netting, allowing the meshes to more easily open
transversely throughout the codends length. Early reports show selectivity effects

. comparable to those obtained with square mesh codends. Since the mesh opening
effects are less dependent on overall trawl geometry, the selectivity characteristics of
these codends will be more predictable. This technique may be retro-filled to existing
codends or easily incorporated into new constructions that otherwise employ
conventional materials and construction teehniques, so incremental costs to the
fishennen are relatively low. Disadvantages include the cost of the ropes and their
installation, which must be carefully carried out, and increased towing resistance..
However, the universal voluntary use of such codends by Asian and North:
Ameiican fishermen in the North Pacific fisheries supports the notion that these
difficuIties can be overcome.

SQuare mesh

Square mesh netting has shown seleetivity benefits in several applieations: square mesh
windows in the codend or trawl body codend top panels of square mesh with
diamond mesh lower panels, and codends made entirely of square mesh. In general
square mesh selectivity benefits seem to apply only to round-bodied species, with
undetectable or even negative effects for flatflish. This could be an important
consideration in mixed-species fisheries, in which ease mixed square- and diamond-
mesh eonstructions might be optimal. "

The cost of square mesh is an important issue due to initial expense, potential
rriaintenance and repair problems, and codend longevity, especially as the application
moves from square mesh windows through square mesh top panels to full square mesh
codends. Manufactured netting comes from the 100m in the diamond orientation so
converting it into a raw square mesh panel involves additional labor, materials, and
wastage costs. Knot slippage has been an reeurring problem in square mesh made
from knotted netring, but knotless netting typieally costs more initially arid may suffer

. problems from unravelling of the twines unless properly installed and repaired. These
problems are exaggerated with larger catch sizes. Longevity can be improved if
reinforcing longitudinal ,and circumferential ropes are installed, but attendant costs are
signifieant. .It should be noted thilt most of these technical problems can be solved

'aceording to net manufacturers., " ,.
Despite these problems many fishermen ,on both sides of the Atlantic have
"oluntarily adopted full and partial square mesh codends.
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Sortim: 2rjds
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Sorting grids. installed in front of the codend have been recently introduced into
commercial use in several Scandinavian shrimp fisheries.
Despite their brief history the practical results have been impressive, reflected by their
voluntary acceptance by fishermen not required to use them.

These devices were originally designed to release juvenile roundfish and redfish from·
shrimp trawls and they have proven to be very effective for this purpose. Early results
showed that these grid systems showed promise for releasing small shrimp as weIl,
which has been demonstrated in the most recent experiments.
Preliminary experiments aimed at extending the technique to size selection in gadoid'
fisheries have given encouraging results, and development is continuing in this area.

5. References.
The following tables list references related to the effects of gear construction on·
selectivity. These experiments have been split up in two major groups:
1.. Selectivity experiments in which values are given for the selection parameters

(L-50, SF, SR)
2. Catch comparison experiments in which the selective properties are estimated

by comparing experimental and stand~d gear constructions.

Legend to the expressions used in the reference tables below.

Fishing Gear Type:

ar Otter trawl
PT Pelagic trawl
NT Nephrops trawl
BT Beam trawl
SS Scottish seine
DS Danish seine

'.
)

Fish Species:

C Cod
D Dab (Common)
G Herring
H Haddock
L Long rough dab (American Plaice) .
N Nephrops
o Pandalus Borealis
P Plaice (European)
Q Pollack
R Saithe
S. Sole
T Sebastes (Red fish) ,
W Whiting

The suffix attached to the species code refers to the appropriate report of the
selectivity or catch comparison trials. These two methodologies of research are
referred to separately.

•

•



Tables with codes for appropriate references and species involved.

Selectivity Experiments • Full square mesh codends
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•

•

Gear Mesh
type size

30 35 50 55 60 70 75 80 85 90 120 135 140 155
ar HS HS HS HS C2 C8 C2

Ws Ws Ws Ws H2 Hg L]
Hg L]

Qg
PT 06 03
NT Nt Nt
SS Ws Hs Hs

Ws Ws
D5 C4
BT 59

Selectivity Experiments • Codend width

Gear Mesh
type size

80 90 100
ur Cl Cl Ct

Ht Ht Ht
Wt WI Wt

55 Cl Cl Cl
HI HI HI
Wt Wt Wt

Selectivity Experiments • Extension lengths

Uear Mesh
type size

80 90 100
ar Cl Cl Ct

Ht Ht Ht
Wt Wt Wt

55 Cl Cl Ct
Ht HI Ht
Wt Wt Wt



Selectivity Experiments - Shortened selvedge ropes

Gear Mesh
type size

135
ur Cl

Selectivity Experiments - Grids

Gear Mesh
type size

135
ur Cl

HI

Catch comparison - Full square mesh codend

Gear mesh
type size

standard 35 40 95 135
test 35 35 95 120

ar 0:3 0:3
PT C2
DS Cl

HI

Catch comparison - Square mesh top panels

mesh
size

Gear standard 90 90 90 100 100
type diamond

test SQuare 90 105 120 100 120
test diamond 90 105 120 100 120

ar Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl
HI HI HI PI PI
NI NI H2
RI RI NI
WI WI RI

WI
W2

-27-
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Catch comparison • Square mesh windows

Gear mesh
type size

standard 70 70 70 90 90 110
diamond
test square 70 75 80 80 90 80
test 70 70 70 90 90 90
diamond

ar N2 NI NI C4 C4 C4
W2 N3 W2 H4 H4 H4
P2 WI W4 HS W4
RI W3 W4
WI C3 Ws

P3
D~

Cat<:h comparison • Shortenend selvedge ropes

Gear Mesh
type size

135
ar Cl

HI
RI
Tl

Catch comparison • Grids

Gear Mesh
type size

135
ar 01

-28 -
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List of references:

References with data on standard codends;

[1] Anon. 1971
"Report 0/ the ICESIICNAF working groups on selectivity analysis":
ICES Cooperative Research Report, Series A, No'25, Juli 1971.

[2] Wileman, D.A. 1988
"Codend selectivity: a review of available data"
Danish Fisheries Technology Institute (now DIFfA), 1988

References on selectiyity experiments;

Square mesh codends

[1] Robertson, J.H.B.; Emslie, D.C.; Ballantyne, K.A. & Chapman, C.J. 1986
"Square and diamond mesh trawl codend selection trials on Nenhrons Norvegiclls
(L)"
ICES C.M. 1986/B:12

[2] Isaksen, B. & Valdemarsen. J.W. 1986
"Selectivity experiments with square mesh codends in bOllom trawl."
ICES C.M. 1986/B:28

[3] Shetsov. S.E. 1988
"Selective properties 0/ trawl cod-ends with various mesh shapes tor Baltic
herring fishery" .
ICES C.M. 1988/B:19

[4] Isaksen. B. & Larsen, R.B. 1988
"Codend selectivity 0/the Danish seine investigatcd by the trollser trawl method"
ICES C.M. 1988/B:28 .

[5] Robertson, J.H.B & Stewart, P.A.M. 1988
"A comparison 0/size selection 0/haddock and whiting by square and diamond
mesh codends"
J. Const. int Explor. Mer, 44 (2). pp 148-161.

[6] Walsh, SJ.; Cooper, C. & Hickey. W. 1988
"Size selection 0/plaice by square and diamond mesh codends"
ICES C.M. 1989/B:22

[7] Cooper, C. & Hickey, W. 1988
"Selectivity experiments with square mesh codends 0/130.140 and 155mm"
Proceedings of the workshop on the application and selectivity of square mesh
netting in trawls, St'John's Newfoundland, 25 november 1988.
Massachussetts Division of N.M.F.S. USA.

•

•
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[8] Fonteyne, R. & M'Rabet, R. 1988
"Selectivity experiments with square mesh codends in the sole beam trawl
fishery".
Proceedings of the workshop on the application and selectivity of square mesh
netting in trawls, St'John's Newfoundland, 25 november 1988.

[9] Suuronen, P. 1990
. "Preliminary trials with a square mesh codend in pelagic herringtrawls"

ICES C.M. 1990/B:28

Codend width

[1] Isaksen, B. & Valdemarsen, J.W. 1990
"Codend with short lastridge ropes to improve size selectivity infish trawls"
ICES C.M. 1990/B:46

Grids

[1] Isaksen, ß. & Valdsemarsen, J.W. & Larsen, R.ß. 1990
"Reduction olfish by-catch in shrimp trawl using a solid separator grid in the alt
bel/y" ,
ICES C.M. 1990/B:47

[2] Larsen, R.ß. 1990
"Development 01an improved size sorting teclznology infish trawls"
Report ofNorwegian College ofFishery Science, University ofTromss1
Published in Fishing News.

Cutch comparison references

Full square rnesh codends

[1] . Isaksen, B. & Larsen, R.B. 1988
"Codend selectivity 01the Danish seine investigated by the trouser trawl method"
ICES C.M. 1988/B:28 .

[2] Larsson, P.O.; Claesson, ß. & Nyberg, L. 1988
"Catchesolundersized cod in codends with square and diamond meshes"
ICES C.M. 1988/B:57
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[3] Thorsteinsson, G. 1989
"[celandic experiments with square mesh netting in the shrimp jishery"
ICES C.M. 1989/B:49

Square top panels

[1] Poulsen, Wileman & Nielsen 1991
"Comparativejishing tests with square and diamond mesh codends"
FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

[2] Anon. 1991
"Aberdeen experiments on EC- codends"

Square mesh windows

[1] Tumilty, J.E. 1991
"The use 0/ square mesh panels to reduce discarding 0/ White Fish /rom
Nephrops trawls"
FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

[2] Hillis, McCormack, Rihan, Geary 1991
"[rish square mesh selectivity trials 1990"
FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

[3] Ulmestrand, M. & Larsson, P.G. 1991
"Fishing trials with 70mm square mesh in the top 0/a Norwegian Lobster trawl"
FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

[4] Anon. 1991
"Sunbeam trials by Abdn"

[5] Ferro, 1991
"Keila trials"

Shortened Lastridge Ropes (SLRs)

[1] Jacobsen, J.A. 1991
"Size selectivity in bottom trawls with shortened lace ropes"
FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

Grids

[1] Valdemarsen, J.W. & Mikalsen, L. 1991
"Preliminary tests with a grid arrangement to select sizes 0/shrimp in trawls"

FfFB meeting Ancona, 1991

•
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APPENDIX 11

TO:,

FROM:

. SUBJECT:

:-?.... .....

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
. National Oceanic and AtmosphBric Administration

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE'. '. '.

Northeast Fisheries Center' I NJ.....l.)lUlf \-AI\:

, Woods Hole Laboratory LAND~!N Vt5li1

,Woods Hole, MassachiIsetts 02543 .,! . R. 1. V. o. '
t" .
i '7 ".
I "., Nt,: Vo. - ...: I "

~.... i
f..~ "H....r .... ~ ~". l~l·· . f~.

Mr. B. van Marlen, Chairman : ,. '1;,. : -- i lt1
ICES WG on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour (FTFBr.~·-;---'··-·

& ~•• '~ -~";"'./.,. •

Dr. F. Serchuk; Chairman ß;;;:;. ' .. ' -:---:--~.._._....
ICES Advisory Committ;{'on Fishery Management (ACFM)

ACFM Review of Extract of 1991 Report of theWorking
Group on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour related
to "A 'crltical review on gear construetions that improve'
size selectiviry. in panicular square mesh. "

On behalf of ACFM, I extend my greetings to you and gratefully acknowledge your efforts in
providing ACFM with a copyof your Working Group's "crltical review on gear construetions that
improve seleetiviry" developed at the FTFB WG meeting during 22-24 April 1991 in Aßcona, ltaly.
ACFM considered this document at its May 1991· meeting in accord with Council Resolution .
1990/2:8 (b). Ymir report generated a healthy and constructive discussion at ACFM which I feel
was informative and relevant.

Att3ched is a copy of the ACFM statement on the FTFB report.. This statement will appear in 'the
Minutes ofthe May 1991 ACFM Meeting (which you will receive when available). In my opinion,
I believe that ACFM feIt that the FTFB report provided a good review of the available information'
on gear constructions in relation io selectivity, but the 'Committee was somewhat disappointed that
the FTFB WG was not able 10 provide a c1earer evaluationof their usefulness, particularly
conceming square mesh. From the note that you provided to ACFM on the FTFB report, I sense
that you had a similar feeling (Le., "wefound it exrremely difficult to make very striet statements on
th"e use ofsquare mesh injishing gears wirh the aim 10 proteet juvenile fLSh ").

ACFM would like to encourage c10ser cross-Committee interactions within ICES, and enhanced
commimication between the, FTFB WG, the Fish Capiure CoinInittee. and ACFM is certainly
desirable.' As you are probably aware, your 1991 WG Report (B:28). has been seleeted for

, presentation at the ACFM Theme Session at this year's Statutory Meeting in France. I see this an
importaßt start in fostering a eloser relationship between )rour WG and ACFM. I hope you agree.

Again, your cooperation and assistance in addressing ACFM's request for a' review of net
construetions to improve' selectivity is very ~uch appreciated. .

I look forward to furth~r inter~cdons with you and the FTFB WG in the future.

l .

ce: Dr. R. Grainger, ICES Statistician
Prof. K. Olsen, Chairman, ICES Fish Capture, Committee
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Following a request from ACFM, the WO on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour of the

, lCES Fish Capture Committee reviewed the present knowledge of trawl and seine
eonstructions that are expected to improve the siz~ selectivity of towed fishing gears.

Most attention. was paict by the WO to the effects of square mesh netting (SMN) in eod ends,
both' full square mesh eod ends and square mesh windows in the upper part of the cod end
or extension of trawls with otherwise diamond shape meshes. Other subjects dealt with were
shortened lashidge ropes (SLR) which keep meshes open by reducing the pressure ori the
netting caused by the catch, and grids designed to 'release small-sized fish or shrimps.

, I

, i ' ,
For each of these devices, the WO eonsidered selectivity in terms of the selection .factor and
selection range. When eonsidering the advantages I of these devices over a simple increase
in mesh size, however, it is the selection range (th~t is to say, the steepness of the selection
ogive) that is the eentral factor. , ,

For most groundfish species, increased escapement of small specimens can be achieved by
application of square meshes as, well as by increasing the diamond mesh size. One
experiment has shoWn that, for haddock, application of square meshes will also give a lower
selection range resulting in a greater degree of selectivity between large and small fish. In
general, however, most experiments have faiIed to show a decreased seIection range.

I

Changes in mesh sizes, mesh shapes, or gear eonfigurations can be used to:
,

reduce the capture and therefore discarding of small specimens
of a valuable species. I

increase the survival of escaping individuals..
.. \

I

change the species' eomposition in the catch.
I

avoid the risk of overflshing.

.' ; .

,
Oear assessments in which' fishermen are directly involved will normally. produce more
reliable results. They will also be more convincing~regafding tbe likelyeffect of gear changes
because fishermen generally overestimate negative effects such as the possibility of losing
valuable elements of the catch. This is particularly important when effects on catch
composition, quality of the landings, changes in:catch rates, and the possibility'of giving
access to fishing areas otherwise closed", are 'inve~tigated. , ,. .

If direct benefits are not clear, 'of do not balance' lthe disadvantag'es (such as higher costs of
construction and maintenance of the modifiect Igear, and ~oss of [valuabie]' catch), the
acceptability by the industry will be, low. In such cases, the benefits and problems of
enforcing gear adaptations. must be carefully weighed against those of more straight-forward
measures (increasing mesh size, closing of areas)! to, achieve 'the management objectives.

, I,
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APPENDIX 111

FTFB SUB-GROUP ON SURVEY TRAWLS.

OBJECTIVES:

1.Review of factors that could be the source of bias and variation in

trawl performance.

2.Review of the present Manual for ICES's IYFS/IBTS.

Time schedule: The Report of the Group should be presented to the Fish Capture

Committee at the 1991 Statutory Meeting in La Rochelle. The time available is

rather short and the final draft must be ready for printing by mid September and be

handed over at the meeting. It was agreed that the first draft should be ready and

received at Marine Inst. of Res. ,Lysekil by early August and distributed to all

participants as soon as possible by fax.

Workings schedule:

Item 1. Evaluation of the sources of inconsistent performance in

existing survey trawls, in particular the GOV net.

Suggestion: We take the discussion at the Workshop in S1. Johns's as astart

point and concentrate on gear and vessel effects.
This part could either be an own paper or apart of the report. We

could decide later on this matter.

First dratt: Peter Koeller.

Item 2. Review of the existing Manual for IYFSIIBTS.

Section 1. Background and present recammendation

First draft: Olle Hagström and Ad Corten/Henk Heessen

Section 2. Description of the GOV trawl

• description of the net( is the present net drawing detailed enough

to exclude misunderstandings by manufactors}.
• description of rigging( see above and add for the user crew,

scientists}.

• description of standard ground gear(same as abave}.
• recammendation on trawl daors.

• mounting of sensors on the trawl and on trawl doors.

- check list of important measures that should be checked prior to a

survey and if some should be carried out during a survey.( Could

F. Chopin's check list be a start point}.
- compare with the recommendation by Net design Study Group.

First draft: Bob van Marlen.



Section 3. Fishing method.

- constrain on door spread. recommendations.

- depth warp ratio.
- speed ( ground speed. speed of the net ?).

- shooting and hauling procedure.

- how to define start and stop time of the hau!.

- fixed sweep length

- etc.

First draft: Arill Engäs.

Section 4. Monitoring of trawl performance and environmental parameters.

It was agreed to recommend a passive approach. At present the

following parameters are recommended:

- door spread.

- vertical opening.

- surface and bottom temperature and salinity.

Which more parameters should be monitored? This section could

also be aiming at establishing a platform for future research by

creating a data base of environmental parameters that could have

impact on fishing power and fish behavior.

First draft: Peter Stewart.

Section 5. Effects of alteration in rigging and fishing method.

A list of possible effects on the trawl performance if lhe standard

rigging and method is not adhered to. This section could be based on

existing information from flume tank tests and fjeld experiments

carried out on the GOV trawl. If possible a video package

demonstrating the effects could be included for training/education

purpose.

First draft: Klaus Lange

Section 6. A new standard trawl for multispecies bottom trawl surveys.
Should the group consider a recommendation of change of the GOV

trawl?
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